By Karen E. Beck

According to an Associated Students Associations in a long time," Abelow said he was pleased to have received a majority on the first ballot for Abelow's run-off. "I think you're going to see a run-off with the top two candidates," Abelow explained.

Gone with the wind.
The days and nights ended for five contestants. Now it's just a matter of getting ready for the main events. The five contestants who remained were: Peter Selraf I, Dan Riso, Howie Tygafl, and two contestants looking for a seat. The game started with the music playing until the last chair was removed. At that point, two hours after the game started, the remaining contestants walked around the cups until the music stopped. The two contestants left with two remaining cups.

Musical chairs record proves easy game for 5,060 players

The previous record of 4514, held by Ohio State University, was shattered by SUNYA which added 5060 participants. "I think it gives me an extra week to start learning the intricacies of the game," Abelow said. According to Salkin, "All three local newspapers had evidence that we are about a third of their size," said co-chair Palty Salkin, who is also SA Programming Committee as evidence that "It gives me an extra week to start learning the intricacies of the game," Abelow said.

The SA Elections Regulation Committee as evidence that "It gives me an extra week to start learning the intricacies of the game," Abelow said. According to Salkin, "All three local newspapers had evidence that we are about a third of their size," said co-chair Palty Salkin, who is also SA Programming Committee as evidence that "It gives me an extra week to start learning the intricacies of the game," Abelow said.
State gay rights bill pushed forward

By Barbara B. Abraham

The gay and lesbian Awareness Week kicked off on Monday with a series of events aimed at increasing understanding and acceptance of the gay and lesbian community. 

The week-long event, which is held annually to promote awareness and acceptance of gay and lesbian issues, kicked off Monday with a series of events designed to educate and encourage dialogue. 

The week-long event, which is held annually to promote awareness and acceptance of gay and lesbian issues, kicked off Monday with a series of events designed to educate and encourage dialogue. 
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The week-long event, which is held annually to promote awareness and acceptance of gay and lesbian issues, kicked off Monday with a series of events designed to educate and encourage dialogue.
University Cinemas

Present

A Mission From God...

Thurs. April 25.

"The Blues Brothers" is a Screamer...
One of the all-time great comedies... a true winner!

"Don't miss the Blues' brothers..."

One of the all-time greatest screen teams.
They won the hearts of every generation.

JOHN BELUSHI
DAN AYKROYD

The Blues Brothers

Funding," he claimed.

Report advocates Groupier Law

By Pam Schusterman

A committee of Albany community leaders has concluded that student housing on the university campus is overcrowded and that the people of neighboring Albany communities are suffering from the lack of space.

The report, issued by the Mayor's Strategic Planning Committee, states that the city should strictly enforce the Groupier Law and enforce its housing code, including the anti-grouper law.

"Students will have a difficult time with housing and this will presumably put more pressure on the university," he said.

According to Schusterman, the recommendation is a direct result of the city's growing concerns about the city's housing needs.

One test where only you know the score.

Pre-Approved Credit from Ford

Has a special gift for upcoming graduates

Ford Credit.

Plus $400 purchase allowance*

From Ford Motor Company.

ORANGE MOTORS

Has a special gift for upcoming graduates

Pre-Approved Credit from

Ford Credit.

Plus $400 purchase allowance*

From Ford Motor Company.

CALL DENNIS J. HURLY JR.
ORANGE MOTOR COMPANY INC
799 CENTRAL AVENUE
ALBANY, NEW YORK
489-5414

SA Funded

*Offer cannot be combined with any other offer or promotion. Offer valid through May 31, 2023.
ASUBA, Pogue pair up to recruit minorities

By Rebecca Lutz

ASUBA (the Association for Student Union Business and Administration) and Minority Affairs Office plan to co-sponsor events to recruit minority students to the University in an effort to increase minority enrollment at the university.

The program, sponsored by Minority Affairs Office to encourage minority students to enroll at the university, will be part of an effort made by the Student Minority Association (SMAT) to fill the school's minority enrollment needs.

The students arrived from New York City last week. The event in which minority students are invited to a minority gathering in Lecture Center 6, is to introduce them to the ASUBA office, recruitment, and minority enrollment.

SUMMER WORK

We are looking for 10-15 hard working, energetic, enthusiastic S.U.N.Y. students to participate in a sales and management training program with the SouthCo Steel Co.

The Job Offers:

- Training opportunities
- Excellent money-avg.
- Student saved $500 last summer
- Business experience

We will be holding job description meetings

Wed. April 24

Thurs. April 25

3:00-3:30

3:00-3:30

7:00-7:30

7:00-7:30

7:00-LC19

7:00-LC19

7:00-LC19

Notices

Dunkin Donuts

(1232 Western Ave) Albany

is no longer under Kosher Supervision.

("JSC" thought you might want to know!)
Suicide prevention key is recognizing warning signs

By Kathleen Sliancek
At least one person either commits suicide or attempts it in this country every day. More than 100,000 people die by suicide each year. Preventing suicide is not a simple matter of trying to help people with problems. Suicide prevention includes identifying those at risk and helping them before they make a decision to end their lives.

By recognizing warning signs, friends and family can help prevent suicide. The following is a list of common warning signs:

1. Changes in behavior:
   - Increased isolation
   - Withdrawal from friends
   - Displaying more than one negative emotion

2. Changes in appetite:
   - Recent weight loss or gain
   - Changes in eating habits

3. Changes in sleep:
   - Difficulty falling asleep or staying asleep
   - Changes in daily sleeping patterns

4. Changes in thinking:
   - Thinking about death or suicide
   - Expressing doubts about life
   - Changes in mood or energy levels

5. Changes in feeling:
   - Feelings of hopelessness or despair
   - Expressing feelings of worthlessness

6. Changes in verbal communication:
   - Expressing thoughts of suicide
   - Discussing past suicide attempts

7. Changes in personal or business affairs:
   - Giving away belongings
   - Making financial arrangements
   - Checking out locations to commit suicide

If you or someone you know is experiencing any of these warning signs, please contact Middle Earth Counseling Center at 457-7800.
Maillet brings Acadia to SUNYA

SUNYA's Theatre Department is proud to announce its spring production of "Our PAC's Our Town" by Thornton Wilder. For the past three days, the cast and crew have been working tirelessly to bring this classic American drama to life on stage.

The play takes place in the small New England town of Wessex, and follows the lives of its inhabitants over the course of one May morning. It explores themes of love, loss, and the passage of time, and has been hailed as a masterpiece of American literature.

Under the direction of Mark Hanley, the show promises to be a moving and thought-provoking experience. With a talented cast including Michelle J. Krell and Karen Sherman, as well as skilled set design and lighting, "Our PAC's Our Town" is not to be missed.

Don't miss your chance to see this timeless American classic. Tickets are available at the SUNYA Box Office, and the show runs April 22-24. Don't miss your chance to see this timeless American classic.
EDITORIAL

Grading SA

Our afternoon earlier this semester, Eric Beason, Student Assembly's Minority Affairs Coordinator, explained why the GA decided to fund the Japanese Student Organization. He explained that the SA office, accompanied by his fraternity housing group, had been trying to convince the students to form a Japanese club. Finally, after months of effort, the SA office had succeeded in getting the funds for the Japanese club.

In his speech, Beason emphasized the importance of diversity and inclusivity in our campus community. He noted that the presence of a Japanese club would not only provide a space for Japanese students to connect with each other but would also promote understanding and appreciation of Japanese culture.

Beason's words resonated with many students who were present at the event. They appreciated his efforts to bring a diverse perspective to our campus and were excited about the potential for the Japanese club to foster meaningful interactions.

Overall, the event was a great success, and we commend Beason for his hard work and dedication. We look forward to seeing the Japanese club thrive and contributing to the vibrant and inclusive environment on our campus.

LETTERS

Good storytelling

To the Editor:

January 28, 1985 |

Robert Robinson, By mistake, one person in our office read the story of Ted and Nancy and then the wrong people telling the story. We understood that it was a little story to share with others, but the story itself was not as interesting as the people telling it.

Ted is a very shy person who usually avoids attention, but Nancy always manages to make him feel comfortable. They are a perfect couple who have been together for several years.

In conclusion, it was a heartwarming story that showed us the importance of love and support in our lives. We're glad we got the chance to share it with you.

—Susan K. Brown

Telthon kudos

To the Editor:

This Friday and Saturday night University Unions (reminded everyone) to show their support for the Telethon. A film that promotes the event was shown in the Student Center, and a group of students volunteered to help out.

The Telethon is an annual event that raises money for various causes. It involves a group of students working together to achieve a common goal. This year, the Telethon was to benefit the University Union, which provides a variety of services to our campus community.

Although the Telethon was a success, there were some challenges along the way. For example, we faced unexpected weather conditions that required us to change our plans. Despite these challenges, everyone worked hard to make the Telethon a success.

In summary, the Telethon was a great event that brought people together and raised money for a good cause. We're grateful to everyone who contributed to its success.

—Jane B. Smith

COLUMN

Star Wars: the simple truth

The present administration's proposal to build a space defense system is not as technically flawed as one might think. In fact, the Soviet Union has already begun to develop such a system. It is only a matter of time before they have a functioning version.

In response to this threat, the United States needs to develop a similar system. This will require significant investments in research and development, but the benefits will be enormous. A space defense system could help protect our citizens from the dangers of intercontinental ballistic missiles (ICBMs).

In addition to providing strategic deterrence, a space defense system could also have important implications for our economy. For example, a secure space infrastructure could support a robust space industry, creating jobs and stimulating economic growth.

Of course, there are some critics who argue that building a space defense system is not worth the cost. They point to the fact that the Soviet Union has not yet achieved a fully functional system. However, if we are to remain a global leader, we must invest in our own defense capabilities.

In conclusion, investing in a space defense system is a wise decision for the United States. It will help protect our citizens from the threats posed by ICBMs and contribute to our economic growth. Let us not ignore this opportunity but seize it for the greater good of our nation.

—Michael Herder

Housing problems

When one SA exec was asked to evaluate his performance as SA's Minority Affairs Coordinator, he said, "I think I did a pretty good job. The students seemed impressed." However, some students were not satisfied with the program's results.

For example, one student expressed concern that the Minority Affairs program was not reaching enough students. They said that the program was too focused on a small group of students and not on the broader student body.

In response to these concerns, the SA office is considering making changes to the Minority Affairs program. We are committed to ensuring that all students feel included and supported, and we will work closely with the students to find solutions that meet their needs.

—John F. Klein

Short-sighted tactics

The Editor

To the Editor:

Dear Editor,

I'm writing in response to your article on King Lincoln and the Civil Rights Movement. I agree with the author's point that King Lincoln's tactics were often criticized for being short-sighted.

However, I believe that King Lincoln's methods were necessary at the time and served a greater purpose. By focusing on the Civil Rights Movement, he was able to bring attention to the issues of racial discrimination and inequality.

In conclusion, while his tactics may have been controversial, I believe that King Lincoln's efforts were crucial to the progress of the Civil Rights Movement. Let us remember his legacy and continue to work towards a more just and equal society.

—Karen Wilson

Homophobic reaction

To the Editor:

I am writing in response to your article on the University's response to the recent homophobic incidents. I believe that the University's response was inadequate.

In particular, I am concerned about the University's failure to address the underlying issue of homophobia on campus. It is important that the University takes a proactive approach to creating a safe and inclusive environment for all students.

In conclusion, I urge the University to take more meaningful steps to address the issue of homophobia on campus and to create a more welcoming and inclusive environment for all students.

—Tom Reilly
**UCB AND UAS PRESENT**

**MAYFEST**

**SATURDAY MAY 4TH**

**12 noon**

**OTIS DAY and The Animal House Band**

**Todd Rundgren and Utopia**

**THE TUBES**

Tickets will go on sale

Wed. 4/24 at 11 am in CC 343

Ticket Policy: Tax sticker only

ADVANCE: 1 ticket at $7

1 ticket at $10

only 3 tax stickers per person

DAY OF SHOW: If (available) tickets will be $15 - Please bring proper ID

**HAVE A GREAT DAY!!!**
UNIVERSITY THEATRE PRESENTS
America's favorite play
Pulitzer Prize Winner
OUR TOWN
by
THORNTON WILDER
Directed by
JEROME HANLEY

Thursday - Saturday
8 pm April 18-20 & April 25-27
MAIN THEATRE
PERFORMING ARTS CENTER
THE UNIVERSITY AT ALBANY
Reserved Seats $6, Students and Senior Citizens $4
Reservations 457-8606

Join the ASP Corp. Board
Deadline now extended to 12:00 midnight tonight

The positions available are:
1 Alumni position
3 current ASP employees
5 community positions

Forward letters of self-nomination to CC 332
Attention Chris Binghi

ALL MEMBERS OF THE ALBANY STUDENT CORPORATION MUST VOTE ON WEDNESDAY, APRIL 24 AT 7:30 p.m. IN LC 23
The Albany Student Press Corporation is made up of all personnel listed on the ASP masthead

AMIA
INTRAMURAL BASKETBALL
ALL-STAR GAME
Come see the best intramurals has to offer
WEDNESDAY 7 PM IN THE GYM

English
Intensive English Language Program SUNY at Albany

In Intramural Basketball All-Star Game
Come see the best intramurals has to offer
Wednesday 7 PM in the Gym

English
Intensive English Language Program SUNY at Albany

Express Espresso
(HAVE YOU TRIED A GOURMET COFFEE LATELY??)
STOP BY THE "NEW"
--COFFEE BAR--
IN THE RATHSKELLER
FEATURING:
-Espresso
-Cappuccino
-Specialty Coffees
-And Much More!!

Express Espresso

In Celebration of Gay and Lesbian Awareness Week,
the Gay & Lesbian Alliance
and the Ringel Institute of Gerontology
Present:
'Silent Pioneers'
a film about the life experience of gay and lesbian elders.
Tuesday April 23. 8pm.
Lecture Center 18

SA Funded
Army Navy Surplus Sale
April 25 & 26
9 A.M. - 5 P.M.
Campus Center
Assembly Hall
Genuine U.S. and European military clothing and equipment.

Fatigues and khaki shirts and pants
$4-10

Wool pants and waist jackets
$6-15

Rain and trench coats
$5-15

Belts, pouches, hats, shorts
$2-6

Sleeping bags
$25-30

And lots, lots more
Sponsored by The Albany State Outing Club
Get Ready for -

TELETHON '86

Applications for all STAFF POSITIONS available NOW in the S.A. Office & near Campus Info. Desk. INTERVIEWS START THURSDAY, APRIL 25th.

Sign up for interviews in SA office after you've hand­

in"

Reservations Deadline:
Fri. April 26 at 5 pm

For more info contact Mike Miller,
Amy Adelson or Harold Goetz in SA Office CC 116

FINANCIAL AID

APPLICATION DEADLINE
APRIL 26
LAST CHANCE
ACT NOW!

FINANCIAL AID OFFICE, AD 152.
Men trackters beat RPI, lose to 3 to Colgate

By Jim Clements

The Albany State men's track squad moved a step closer to clinching the America East Conference title. They closed their indoor season with a 109-98 victory over RPI on Tuesday, Feb. 26. In the dual meet, the Danes won every division except middle distance events, though in less exciting fashion. This was the Danes' second win in a row over RPI this season, the first being the season opener on Jan. 11.

The Danes had only one scorer in the high jumps, but the scoring performance was more than enough to continue to coach the cross-country team coach Bob Munsey, who was the team's coach for the 10,000 meter run, defeating the second place finisher by over one minute. Said Munsey, "We're a strong team and we have a good chance to win at the nationals."}

The Purple and Gold will be on Route 23, 80 miles west of Albany. Their game on target, they soundly defeated Lehman, 10-3, 18-2. The men did not fair as well as the women, losing their game to a 6-4 overall and 3-3 SUNYAC scoring just 10 seconds into the game. When you have the ball, "said Rhenish, "you can do as much." Meanwhile, Oneonta used their pressure defense to knock over the Danes, winning the game in 3:30. 20-4.

The Danes fell to their hosts, however, losing the Danes 15-10, 19-16. "We were just out of shape," said Rhenish. "We really let loose. We ran the number of goals to their score, raising the Danes' element of surprise gave them a 6-4 lead after five minutes. "We're physical, we have finesse and we're very fast," said Alden.

The Danes picked up wins in the other three races, enough to place them third overall. Jamie Ray Vogel led them on the field with 10.8 seconds of the state meet. Following Jamie was Beth Castor in second (10.92) and Charlotte Hill in fourth (11.03). Ed McGee, ranked to an easy win in the 100 meter race, defended the second place finisher by over one minute. According to DoMinh, "we're a strong team and we have a good chance to win at the nationals."
**Danes speed to three victories**

By Cathy Ering

Black Coach Ed Zobler's prediction that the Albany State baseball team would have to depend on speed rather than power to score couldn't have been more accurate.

"Speed," the bases of off-speed throws, bunting and fast basing, was the key to success for the Danes, who defeated Binghamton 7-2, Middlebury 10-1, and taking the second game, 10-9.

The Danes began their weekend at Middlebury on Friday, taking a one run lead in the top of the first inning. Middlebury scored one run in the bottom of the inning.

First doubles Schmitz and Grossman lost to Binghamton's fifth singles player, Melzer. "My match was very important as if was the last to finish. It was an amazing day," said Coach Bob Lewis.

The Albany women's eight-oar beat Skidmore and Union in the finals, and took first place in the women's class.

"The women's 4 (A boat) beat Ithaca by three lengths, Union, Cascadilla rowing club, and the well-respected Ithaca crew, which has been in existence at the varsity level for 16 years. Hollow and Deary were scheduled to race, but did not show."

"The other races were won without incident, and showed the Albany State eight-oar was second, and lost over Skidmore 3-4. "We have the potential to beat the long boat, but it wouldn't be easy," said Coach Lewis.

"The Danes' speed failed to come through later in the game, as Tony Terrier grounded to third, resulting in the third place women's light weight four, felt that Saturday would have to depend on speed rather than power to score inns couldn't have been more exciting," said Pardew. "We went to do the best we could. It's more than exciting," said Pardew. "We went into doubles three all and only won one double which really hurt us.""

"We went into doubles three all and only won one double which really hurt us," said Zobler. "Third doubles loss and first singles loss to Milligan and Deery and second doubles, loss to Hamlin and Milligan. "Third doubles loss and first singles loss to Milligan and Deery and second doubles, loss to Hamlin and Milligan. "We had to do was take two out of three, so when I won making it three all, all we had to do was hold on," said Lewis.

"I think we did well given our experience...and in comparison with the situation, we have very little experience," said Zobler.

"The other races were won without incident, and showed the Albany State eight-oar was second, and lost over Skidmore 3-4. "We have the potential to beat the long boat, but it wouldn't be easy," said Coach Lewis.
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"I think we did well given our experience...and in comparison with the situation, we have very little experience," said Zobler.
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"The Danes' speed failed to come through later in the game, as Tony Terrier grounded to third, resulting in the third place women's light weight four, felt that Saturday would have to depend on speed rather than power to score inns couldn't have been more exciting," said Pardew. "We went to do the best we could. It's more than exciting," said Pardew. "We went into doubles three all and only won one double which really hurt us.""

"We went into doubles three all and only won one double which really hurt us," said Zobler. "Third doubles loss and first singles loss to Milligan and Deery and second doubles, loss to Hamlin and Milligan. "We had to do was take two out of three, so when I won making it three all, all we had to do was hold on," said Lewis.

"I think we did well given our experience...and in comparison with the situation, we have very little experience," said Zobler.

"The other races were won without incident, and showed the Albany State eight-oar was second, and lost over Skidmore 3-4. "We have the potential to beat the long boat, but it wouldn't be easy," said Coach Lewis.

"The Danes' speed failed to come through later in the game, as Tony Terrier grounded to third, resulting in the third place women's light weight four, felt that Saturday would have to depend on speed rather than power to score inns couldn't have been more exciting," said Pardew. "We went to do the best we could. It's more than exciting," said Pardew. "We went into doubles three all and only won one double which really hurt us.""
Orestes Destrade tries to live up to his potential as a Yankee phenom

By Dean Chang

"You're a guy that’s got to find the way to pitch your game," said Barry Foote. "You’re not going to break up a double play because the second baseman is your friend, you can walk."

It’s a good vision to both find the pitch in the pitcher’s counting and to live up to his potential as a Yankee phenom.

Foote cringes when asked if he spends more time with Lombardi than with the other players. "I’ve been with the Yankees for a year and a half, and I’ve never met a player that has the talent of Lombardi," Foote said. "He’s one of the best players in the American League, and he has the potential to be a starting catcher in the American League."

Foote and Lombardi have been working on their catching skills and developing a strong working relationship. Foote has been working with Lombardi on his blocking and framing skills, while Lombardi has been working on his catching and handling of pitches. Foote has also given Lombardi some advice on his throwing mechanics, and the two have been working on improving Lombardi’s pop-up game.

"Lombardi is taking advantage of a great situation," said Foote. "He’s getting more playing time than he’s ever had before, and he’s doing a great job."

Phil Lombardi: Yankee catcher on the rise to spend season in Albany

By Marc Berman

Hollywood, Fla.

For most of the Albany-Colony Yankees, life has been an uphill battle. The team, which is the Yankees’ Double-A affiliate, has struggled to stay competitive in recent years. However, one player has stood out this season: Phil Lombardi.

Lombardi, a catcher from the University of New Hampshire, has been a revelation for the Yankees. He has hit .283 with 14 home runs and 63 RBIs in 123 games, and his performance has been a key factor in the team’s success.

"I’m happy that he has continued to develop and get better," said Foote. "He’s got a good future ahead of him, and I’m excited to see what he can do in the future."

Outfield

Left fielders Raul Vivas was impressive last year in Bridgeport, hitting .278 with 20 home runs and 77 RBIs. He was impressive last year and is expected to lead the team this season. He has been impressive so far this year, hitting .300 with 12 home runs and 46 RBIs in 121 games.

Center fielder Gary Cathcart has been strong for the team in the outfield. He has hit .277 with 12 home runs and 54 RBIs in 123 games. Cathcart has been a reliable hitter for the team and has been consistent throughout the season.

Right fielder Marcus Daniel has been a pleasant surprise for the team. He has hit .293 with 13 home runs and 68 RBIs in 123 games. Daniel has been a consistent hitter for the team and has been a key player in the outfield.
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Right fielder Marcus Daniel has been a pleasant surprise for the team. He has hit .293 with 13 home runs and 68 RBIs in 123 games. Daniel has been a consistent hitter for the team and has been a key player in the outfield.

By Marc Berman

Hollywood, Fla.

For most of the Albany-Colony Yankees, life has been an uphill battle. The team, which is the Yankees’ Double-A affiliate, has struggled to stay competitive in recent years. However, one player has stood out this season: Phil Lombardi.

Lombardi, a catcher from the University of New Hampshire, has been a revelation for the Yankees. He has hit .283 with 14 home runs and 63 RBIs in 123 games, and his performance has been a key factor in the team’s success.

"I’m happy that he has continued to develop and get better," said Foote. "He’s got a good future ahead of him, and I’m excited to see what he can do in the future."
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Due to the shortage of last Tuesday’s ASP, we are reprinting the April Sports Supplement in this issue.